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The linear magnetic trap is an attractive concept
both for fusion reactors and for other plasma applica-
tions because of its relative engineering simplicity and
high-beta operation. Applying the a-channeling tech-
nique to linear traps such as mirror machines can benefit
this concept by efficiently redirecting a-particle energy
to fuel ion heating or by otherwise sustaining plasma
confinement, thus increasing the effective fusion reactiv-
ity. To identify waves suitable for a channeling, a rough
optimization of the energy extraction rate with respect to
the wave parameters is performed. After the optimal re-

gime is identified, a systematic search for modes with
similar parameters in mirror plasmas is performed, as-
suming quasi-longitudinal or quasi-transverse wave prop-
agation. Several modes suitable for a-particle energy
extraction are identified for both reactor designs and for
proof-of-principle experiments.
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Note: Some figures in this paper are in color only in the electronic
version.

I. INTRODUCTION

Alpha particles born through D-T fusion reactions
carry 20% of the overall fusion energy. The energy of the
a-particle population trapped in a mirror fusion reactor
largely dissipates through collisions with electrons, or it
may excite plasma instabilities ~see, for example, Refs. 1
through 7!. The collisional relaxation of a particles oc-
curs on a characteristic a-electron collisional time of
order of a second and results in fusion ash buildup. Plasma
instabilities excited by a particles, in turn, heat the back-
ground plasma8–10 and increase the plasma transport,
which also increases the wall heat load.

Alpha channeling is a wave-particle manipulation
technique, which might be capable of inducing a-particle
flows in phase space leading to quick a ejection accom-
panied by a-particle cooling. As a result, the energy with
which a particles are born can be transferred to the waves
and then used to sustain the fusion reaction in the device.
The channeling of the a power in one simple mirror
configuration11 at ignition has been estimated12 to po-
tentially increase the effective fusion reactivity by a fac-
tor of 2.8.

In this paper we discuss and reformulate the results
of our previous studies concerning a channeling in mir-
ror machines. In addition, using a more convenient set of
variables compared to those used in Ref. 13, we rederive
the ray-tracing equations for quasi-longitudinal and quasi-
transverse waves suitable for a channeling. Numerical
simulations of a channeling in a mirror machine outlined
in Ref. 14 supported the feasibility of using a-channeling
concept proposed in Refs. 12 and 15 in practical open-
ended devices. A rough optimization of a-channeling
efficiency with respect to radio-frequency ~rf ! region
parameters ~not constrained by the plasma dispersion re-
lation! was also presented in Ref. 14. In a subsequent
study,13 the search for the weakly damped localized modes
in plasmas was addressed, and two distinct waves suit-
able for a channeling were identified in two practical
mirror devices.16,17 The method of the wave search used
in Ref. 13 is rederived here using a more convenient set
of coordinates matching the topology of the magnetic
field lines and lines orthogonal to them.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
discuss the a-channeling concept and its application to
open-ended devices. In Sec. III, previous results concern-
ing the optimization of the a-channeling efficiency with
respect to rf region parameters are discussed. In Sec. IV,*E-mail: azhmogin@princeton.edu
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we discuss how the search for the waves suitable for a
channeling can be conducted. We rederive the ray-
tracing equations for the quasi-longitudinal and the quasi-
transverse waves using canonical curvilinear coordinates
and then use these results to formulate a method suitable
for identifying spatially localized weakly damped modes.
In Sec. V, we discuss the modes suitable for a channeling
identified in two practical open-ended designs16,17 and in
the Large Plasma Device18 ~LAPD! at the University of
California in Los Angeles. Section VI summarizes our
conclusions.

II. ALPHA CHANNELING IN MIRROR MACHINES

The a-channeling effect occurs when a particles born
through fusion reactions diffuse along one-dimensional
paths in the phase space ~ ?r, ?p! due to resonant interaction
with electromagnetic waves. If the diffusion induced along
the path is suppressed at high energy, whereas at low-
energy there is an effective particle “sink,” the inter-
action with the waves will result in the ejection of the
cold a particles from the system and the simultaneous
transfer of their initial energy to the waves, thereby ac-
complishing the so-called a-channeling effect.19 The quick
a-particle ejection leads to fusion ash removal, while by
coupling the amplified wave to the background plasma
species, it is possible to redirect extracted energy to the
plasma, thus suppressing the instabilities and increasing
the effective fusion reactivity compared to the typical
scenario, in which a particles heat plasma by slowing
down collisionally on electrons.12

The a-channeling effect might be achieved in a mir-
ror machine by arranging several rf regions along the
device length. If the wave frequency v is approximately
equal to the n’th harmonic of the a-particle cyclotron
frequency V, the wave will be resonantly coupled to the
a particles having a parallel velocity v5� ?v{ ;B06 ;B 6� v5res

given by

v5res �
v � nV

k5
, ~1!

where ?v is an a-particle velocity and ;B is the magnetic
field.

If the wave amplitude is large enough, the resonant
a-particle dynamics becomes stochastic. Assuming a slab
geometry approximation, one can show using the canon-
ical perturbation theory20 that the corresponding particle
random walk is constrained to a one-dimensional curve
in the unperturbed action variable space21:

Dv5 �
k5Dm

nm
~2!

and

DX �
k4Dm

nmV
, ~3!

where it is assumed that the perpendicular ~to the mag-
netic field! component :k4 of the wave vector :k is directed
along ?y0, X and Y are the particle gyrocenter coordinates,
;B is directed along z, k5� :k{ ;B06 ;B 6, and m is the magnetic

moment of the particle. Note that the particle excursion
given by Eq. ~2! is directed along the resonance surface
v � nV � k5 v5 � 0 only if k5 � 0. In other words, if
k5 � 0, the resonance condition is satisfied even if the
change of the particle energy is substantial. For simplic-
ity in choosing diffusion paths, namely in order to be sure
that the particles in resonance remain in resonance, we
proceed in the following assuming that k5 �� k4. How-
ever, this condition is not strictly necessary for a chan-
neling, particularly when there are multiple rf regions in
inhomogeneous fields.

Thus, the particle parallel velocity change will be
small compared to the characteristic perpendicular ve-
locity change if k5 �� k4. Since the wave-particle inter-
action occurs in the region where the resonance condition
is satisfied but not necessarily in the midplane, the dif-
fusion path equation in the midplane energy space turns
out to be given by14:

W5
0 �

m

2
�v � nV

k5
�2

� W4
0~Rrf � 1! , ~4!

where

W5
0,W4

0 � particle’s parallel and perpendicular en-
ergies at the midplane, correspondingly

Rrf � mirror ratio at the rf region location.

If the a-particle resonant velocity is nonzero, such a
diffusion path intersects the loss cone ~see Fig. 1!. Since
the particle heating along the path can be limited for
k4r � 1 ~Ref. 14!, where r is the a particle gyroradius,
particle cooling accompanied by the particle ejection into
the loss cone can be observed in this system. In order to
affect a wide range of a-particle pitch angles, it is further
proposed to use several diffusion paths with different
slopes as shown in Fig. 1. More general configurations of
diffusion paths, including intersecting networks of paths,
were considered22; however, the highest a-channeling
efficiency was demonstrated for the system of paths de-
picted on Fig. 1. In the following section, a rough nu-
merical optimization of the a-channeling efficiency with
respect to the rf region parameters is outlined.

III. OPTIMIZATION WITH RESPECT TO RF

REGION PARAMETERS

The conceptual picture of a channeling discussed
in the previous section can be affected by such nonideal
effects as an inhomogeneous background magnetic field,
a finite wave spectrum, a finite diffusion path width
~essential to affect a large portion of the a-particle
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population!, nonlinear effects, and particle phase corre-
lations. The influence of these effects on the feasibility
of a channeling in practical mirror machines can be
studied by performing a rough numerical optimization
of the a-channeling efficiency with respect to the rf
region parameters. As a first step, the numerical optimi-
zation discussed in Ref. 14 was performed without ac-
counting for wave dispersion in mirror machine plasmas.
The next step, of course, is to search for plasma waves
with parameters close to optimal, as discussed in Sec. IV.

The most straightforward approach to the simulation
of the a-particle dynamics interacting with a wave in a
mirror machine is a solution of the Newtonian equations
of the a-particle motion:

m _?v �
q

c
?v� ;B � q ;E , ~5!

where

m � a-particle mass

q � charge

c � speed of light

;B, ;E � fixed magnetic and electric fields, respectively.

As the most accurate model of the particle motion con-
sidered in Ref. 14, Eq. ~5! requires the largest computa-

tional time. An approach requiring less computational
resources, based on an approximate model, is to calculate
the resonant interaction of a particles with an electro-
static wave @see Eqs. ~2! through ~5! of Ref. 14# .

Simulations of a large number of particles can be
performed by simulating a particle random walk in re-
duced phase space, a state that is described by the parti-
cle magnetic moment m, the parallel momentum p5, the
radial position r, and the time t when the particle passes
the midplane. The change of the particle state ?s �
~m, p5, r, t ! on a single axial bounce is given in this model
by

?sn�1 � ?sn � :f ~ ?sn ! �
a

d~ ?sn ! ?w , ~6!

where

:f,
a

d � averaged and stochastic components of the kick
that the particle receives from the wave in a
single axial bounce time, respectively

?w � four-dimensional vector such that ^wi & � 0,
^wi wj& � dij

?si � particle state on the n’th midplane crossing.

To further simplify the model, one can neglect the ran-
dom terms in the time excursion and assume that the
particle radial excursion Dr is related to the change of the
particle magnetic moment Dm by23

Dr �
�Dm

nrmV
, ~7!

where � is the wave azimuthal wave number. The remain-
ing components of :f and

a

d can be found by employing the
bounce-averaged quasi-linear diffusion theory24 or can
be calculated numerically for each rf region using Eq. ~5!
or Eqs. ~2! through ~5! of Ref. 14.

Numerical simulations of a-particle motion in a mir-
ror machine in the presence of several electrostatic waves
were presented in Ref. 14, where it was shown that up to
60% of the total a-particle energy can, in principle, be
extracted from a practical open-ended fusion device. Spe-
cifically, simulations show that 60% of the initial a-particle
energy can be redirected to the wave in 300 ms. The
remaining 40% of the energy is accounted for in two
ways: ~a! Some of this energy leaves the device with the
unconfined a particles, and ~b! the deeply trapped a
particles simply stay in the device and give up their en-
ergy to the other plasma species. A rough optimization of
a-channeling efficiency with respect to rf region param-
eters ~ignoring restrictions imposed by the plasma dis-
persion relation! was performed and the optimal wave
parameters were identified. The fuel ion ejection by the
rf regions was shown to be weak, while the ion injection
mechanism employing the energy of the same waves used
for a channeling12 was demonstrated.14 It should be em-
phasized that these simulations were done for ideal waves

Fig. 1. ~Color online! Arrangement of the diffusion paths ~bars
intersecting at W5�W5res! in the midplane energy space.
Born through the fusion reaction, a particles diffuse
along the paths limited at high energies ~limitation is
schematically shown with the short segments! and leave
the device through the loss cone at the intersection
points with the paths @with the energy W ; W5res �
~m02!~v � nV!20k5

2# .
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just to answer the question of whether any waves—not
necessarily realistic waves—could produce a significant
a-channeling effect. With the answer to this question
positive, it is then important to find suitable waves. We
outline such a search in Sec. IV.

IV. SEARCH FOR WAVES

The numerical optimizations of the a-channeling
efficiency discussed in Sec. III were performed under
the assumption that k5 �� k4 and v � V. The simula-
tions confirmed that in order to maximize the extracted
energy, the wave performing a channeling should inter-
act with the deeply trapped a particles, and k4 must sat-
isfy k4r � 1. Furthermore, the wave amplitude should
be sufficiently large to expel a particles out of the device
over a time much smaller than the typical a-electron
collisional relaxation time.

If the wave damping is strong, significant energy is
required to excite the waves, possibly even larger than
the energy extracted from a particles using this wave.
Therefore, the fusion reaction rate affects the maximum
allowed wave damping rate. Ideally, the wave damping
rate should be approximately equal to the wave growth
rate because of the a-particle energy extraction. In the
following, we assume that the wave growth rate is small
so that the excitation of a localized weakly damped mode
trapped in the device core is necessary. This confines our
search significantly.

Weakly damped modes satisfying these conditions
can be found assuming the validity of the geometrical
optics approximation and restricting the search to the
waves propagating primarily along ~quasi-longitudinal
waves! or transverse ~quasi-transverse waves! to the mag-
netic field lines. We also assume that the device is axi-
symmetric and fix the azimuthal wave number �.Amethod
of identifying such modes is described in Ref. 13, where
several potential mode candidates existing in practical
mirror designs are identified. Here, using a more system-
atic approach than that used in Ref. 13, we rederive the
ray-tracing equations for the quasi-longitudinal and the
quasi-transverse waves, making more clear the mode
search algorithm.

The ray-tracing equations for quasi-longitudinal and
quasi-transverse waves can be derived by considering
first the ray-tracing equations in ~r, z, kr , kz! coordinates:

_r �
]D
]kr

, k̂r � �
]D
]r

~8!

and

_z �
]D
]kz

, k̂z � �
]D
]z

, ~9!

where D~kr , kz, r, z;v! is a local dispersion relation ob-
tained from the original D~kx , ky, kz, x, y, z;v! by substi-
tuting x � r cos f, y � r sin f, kx � kr cos f � �r�1 sin f,
and ky � kr sin f � �r�1 cos f. The motions of the wave
packet along and across the magnetic field lines can be
decoupled by introducing new coordinates ~R, h! such
that R and h are constant along the magnetic field lines
and along the curves orthogonal to them, respectively.
Requiring that R~r, z � 0! � r, h~r � 0, z! � z, ]R0]r �
�abz, ]R0]z � abr , ]h0]r � bbr , and ]h0]z � bbz,
where :b � ~br , bz! is a unit vector field directed along the
magnetic field lines, one can calculate functions a and b.
In particular, considering a divergence-free magnetic field
given by Br � �rB~z!'02 and Bz~r, z! � B~z!, where
B~z! is a function defining magnetic field profile along
the device axis, one obtains

a � �B~z!

B~0!
�1 �

r 2B '2

8B2 �� O� r 4

L4 � ~10!

and

b � 1 � r 2
B ''~z!

B~z!
�

3r 2B '2~z!

8B2~z!
� O� r 4

L4 � , ~11!

where we assumed that the characteristic device radius is
much smaller than the device length L. The important
property of this coordinate transformation is that the basis
vectors ?eR and ?eh are orthogonal when the original basis
~ ?er , ?ez! is orthonormal.a The metric tensor Sgij in the new
coordinates is diagonal and SgRR � ?eR{ ?eR � a�2, Sghh �
?eh{ ?eh � b�2. Note that even though the lines of constant

R coincide with the lines of constant magnetic flux, the
new coordinates ~R, h! are different from the flux coor-
dinates ~c, z! ~Ref. 25!. In particular, the magnetic flux
c is a nonlinear function of R, and the linear coordinate
along the magnetic field line z is equal to h only in the
lowest order in r0L.

Making a canonical transformation in D from ~r, z!
to ~R, h! using a generating function

F~r, z, kR , kh! � kR R~r, z! � kh h~r, z! , ~12!

one obtains that kr � kR~]R0]r! � kh~]h0]r! and kz �
kR~]R0]z! � kh~]h0]z!. Substituting the expressions for
R~r, z! and h~r, z! here, one finally obtains for kR and
kh

b

kR �
Zbr kz � Zbz kr

a
�

kn

a
~13!

aRecall that the basis vectors ?eR � ]0]R and ?eh � ]0]h are such
vectors that the derivative of any function f along them is
equal to ]f0]R and ]f0]h correspondingly.

b Alternatively, kR and kh can be calculated by recalling that
k � Tq

*M is a contravariant vector, where q � M is an element
of the configuration space and therefore, kR � kr~]r0]R! �
kz~]z0]R! and kh � kr~]r0]h! � kz~]z0]h!.
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and

kh �
Zbr kr � Zbz kz

b
�

k5

b
, ~14!

where k5� :b{ :k and kn
2 � 6 :k 62 � k5

2.
The new coordinates ~R, h! and the new momenta

~kR, kh! form a canonical set of coordinates and therefore

k̂R � �]D0]R , R̂ � ]D0]kR ~15!

and

k̂h � �]D0]h , _h � ]D0]kh . ~16!

The dispersion relation D~kn, k5, r, z! can be transformed
to the new variables by replacing k5 with bkh and kn with
akR and by substituting the known expressions for r~R, h!
and z~R, h!. Note that the system ~15!, ~16! is identical to
the more complicated system of Eqs. ~3! through ~6! of
Ref. 13. Here, however, the curvatures of the magnetic
field lines and the lines orthogonal to them enter the
wave packet motion equations transparently through a
and b, and the derivation of the approximate equations
can be carried out by replacing these dependencies with
the lowest-order terms from Eqs. ~10! and ~11!.

In the general case, the dynamics governed by the
two-dimensional HamiltonianD~kR, kh, R, h! can be very
complex. However, there are two special cases in which
it can be significantly simplified. In these cases, the dy-
namics in kR and R variables is much slower ~quasi-
longitudinal wave! or much faster ~quasi-transverse wave!
compared to the dynamics in kh and h.

Consider first a quasi-longitudinal wave. In this case,
one can find the longitudinal dynamics approximately by
fixing values of kR and R and solving the resulting dis-
persion relation D~kh, h; kR, R! � 0. The slow transverse
dynamics in ~kR, R! variables can then be calculated ei-
ther by requiring that the adiabatic invariant Ih~kR, R! �
�*kh dh associated with the longitudinal ray motion is

conserved or by averaging Eqs. ~15! over the fast longi-
tudinal bounces. If the magnetic field profile B~z! is
fixed, one can find all ray trajectories localized axially
while passing R � R0 by considering kh~h; kR!—namely,
by solving D~kh, h; kR, R0! � 0 for different values of kR.
If, however, B~z! can also be varied to search for the
localized wave trajectories, the problem becomes much
more complex. This problem can be simplified by notic-
ing that in the lowest order, a and b depend on B but not
on its higher derivatives. Assuming also that the plasma
temperature and the line density of the plasma are con-
stant along the device,c one can see that D~kh, h; kR, R!
depends on h through B~h! only. Therefore, all the in-

formation about the axially localized ray trajectories can
be extracted from kh~B; kR! solving D~kh,B; kR, R0! � 0.
While details of this method and its application to the
search for weakly damped axially and radially localized
modes can be found in Ref. 13, the essential elements of
the search algorithm can be seen directly from the present
reformulation.

Consider now a quasi-transverse wave. In this case,
by analogy with the quasi-longitudinal wave, one can
find the transverse dynamics first by fixing values of kh

and h and solving the dispersion relationD~kR, R; kh, h!�
0. The slow longitudinal dynamics in ~kh, h! variables
can then be calculated from the conservation of the trans-
verse adiabatic invariant IR~kh, h! � �*kR dR or by aver-
aging Eqs. ~16! over the fast oscillations in ~kR , R!
coordinates @the averaged equations are equivalent to
Eqs. ~8! and ~9! of Ref. 13# . If the magnetic field profile
B~z! is fixed, the axially localized modes can be identi-
fied by studying a “phase portrait” in ~kh, h! coordinates.
This portrait can be calculated by solving IR~kh, h! � I
for different values of I. In the case when the magnetic
field profile B is also allowed to vary, one can use the
same approach employed above. Specifically, after sub-
stituting the lowest-order expressions for a and b in D
and assuming again that the plasma temperature and the
line density are constant along the device axis, the dis-
persion relation will depend on h through B~h! only.
Therefore, the search for axially localized ray trajecto-
ries can be performed by studying kh~B; I ! solving
IR~kh,B!� I for various values of I. The search for weakly
damped modes can be simplified even further recalling
that k5 �� kn for the waves of interest. In this case, as-
suming that the wave is localized near the midplane, one
can expand D in powers of kh and h and consider the
lowest-order terms only. This approximation and its ap-
plication to the search of the quasi-transverse, axially
localized modes are similarly discussed in greater detail
in Ref. 13.

V. MODES SUITABLE FOR ALPHA CHANNELING

The quasi-longitudinal and the quasi-transverse waves
suitable for a channeling were identified in two practical
open-ended fusion devices13,16,17 using the methods out-
lined in Sec. IV. Both modes satisfied the fast wave dis-
persion relation reading

a � n5
2 �

d 2

b � n5
2 � n4

2
, ~17!

where

a � 1 � (
i, n

vpi
2

v
e�li

n2In~li !

li ~v � nVi !
, ~18!

c We assume that temperatures of the plasma species Te0i are
functions of R only and that the plasma density ne0i is given by
ne0i � ne0i

0 ~R!MB~h!0B~0!.
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b � 1 � (
i, n

vpi
2

v

e�li

v � nVi

� � n2In~li !

li

� 2li ~In � In
'!� , ~19!

and

d � (
i, n

vpi
2

v

ne�li ~In � In
'!

v � nVi

�
vpe

2

vVe

. ~20!

Here, n5� k5c0v, n4� k4c0v, In � In~li ! is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind, and for each species s,
vps

2 is the plasma frequency; ws5 and ws4 are parallel and
perpendicular thermal particle velocities, respectively;
ls � k4

2 rs
202; rs � ws40Vs; and Vs is the particle gyro-

frequency. The quasi-longitudinal and quasi-transverse
waves had similar longitudinal wave lengths; the former,
however, was characterized by larger k4 ~see Fig. 2!.

Ray trajectories simulated for the identified waves
were shown13 to be localized both axially and radially
~see Fig. 3!. The quasi-longitudinal wave propagated in a
larger radial range compared to the quasi-transverse wave
~see Fig. 2! reaching the device periphery, where the
plasma density was five to six orders of magnitude smaller
compared to the device core. Thus, it should be possible
to couple the quasi-longitudinal mode to an externally
placed antenna.

Now that we have identified suitable modes for
accomplishing the a-channeling effect, it remains to
suggest how to validate these assertions through proof-
of-principle experiments on existing open-ended de-
vices. One device suitable for such experiments might be

the LAPD. In fact, using the collisionless kinetic disper-
sion relation employed to identify a-channeling modes
in Ref. 13, a similar quasi-longitudinal mode can be shown
to exist in the LAPD device. However, since the charac-
teristic collisional frequencies are comparable to the ion
cyclotron frequency in the LAPD plasmas, the effect of
collisions on the mode dispersion relation may need to be
accounted for before a definitive experiment can be pro-
posed. Such an experiment would provide an existence
proof of a mode with suitable characteristics for accom-
plishing the a-channeling effect, even if the wave-
particle interaction per se of cooling fast ions is not
performed. Of course, as a next step, the interaction of
this mode with energetic ions ~simulating a particles!
could be contemplated.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In summary, by arranging diffusion paths in phase
space and performing a rough optimization of a-
channeling efficiency with respect to the rf region pa-
rameters, we showed that among various topologies, the
highest a-channeling efficiency can be reached for the
system of paths shown on Fig. 1. Specifically, up to 60%
of the total a-particle energy can, in principle, be ex-
tracted for this configuration from a practical open-
ended fusion device on a time much smaller than a
characteristic collisional energy relaxation time. In reach-
ing this optimization, we did restrict ourselves to paths in
which the resonance condition is maintained throughout
the particle diffusion; this restricted the solution space to
long parallel wavelengths. A more general consideration
might allow for shorter wavelength modes, but then an
intersecting network of diffusion paths would need to be
used so that particles diffuse to the point of ejection.
Such a consideration would be more complicated but
certainly feasible.

With this restriction noted, we identified the region
of the wave parameter space in which the a-channeling
efficiency is optimized. We can then search for plasma
waves satisfying these restrictions. In so doing, we iden-
tified a quasi-longitudinal wave propagating primarily
along the magnetic field lines as well as a quasi-transverse
wave propagating in a perpendicular direction. Here, in
discussing these results and using a more convenient set
of coordinates than that used in Ref. 13, we also re-
derived the method of the wave search.

In addition to the restriction on wavelength, the plasma
configuration considered so far is simple; more compli-
cated configurations of plasma may permit other wave
candidates. Thus, while an extensive search of suitable
waves was conducted, other candidate modes, possibly
superior to the ones identified here, may in fact exist and
remain to be discovered.

In any event, although the waves found here are for
the simple mirror geometry, the method of finding the

Fig. 2. The dependence of kn on R for the quasi-longitudinal
and the quasi-transverse waves. The quasi-longitudinal
wave is marked with “s,” while the quasi-transverse
trajectory is marked with “f.”
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waves, and indeed the waves themselves, may be more
generally applicable. In particular, the method of identi-
fying the weakly damped modes suitable for a channel-
ing and the modes themselves might also be useful for
implementing a channeling26,27 in magnetic mirror traps
with supersonic rotation.28–34 These traps of rotating
plasma might be useful for fusion energy generation or
for isotope separation.

It should be noted that although we found certain
modes suitable for a channeling, we have not quite dem-
onstrated, even numerically, a complete scenario for a
channeling in practical mirror machines. It does remain
to find the mode structure in the case when the geomet-
rical optics approximation fails ~since the large longitu-
dinal wavelength might be comparable to the device
length!. Also, the fraction of affected a particles and the
expected a-channeling efficiency should be determined.
This is particularly important when there are only one or
two rf regions in the system and their longitudinal mode
numbers are small, in which case the corresponding dif-
fusion paths are wide and the resulting particle evolution
might differ significantly from that simulated in Ref. 14.

Also, the methods used here to find waves suitable
for a channeling do not take into account nonideal ef-
fects. The main nonideal effects ignored here—namely,
those due to particle collisions—may not be important
for a reactor but may be important in demonstrating proof-
of-principle experiments on LAPD or other similar low-
temperature devices.

Note that it is important to retire whatever questions
we can on existing devices, even if the full rf cooling and
channeling effect cannot be produced on existing de-
vices. In this respect, the program in mirror machines
might be compared to what has been accomplished in
tokamaks. In tokamaks, a similar ion wave was identified

as being useful, namely the mode converted ion Bern-
stein wave.35,36 This wave was then seen to have many of
the key required characteristics on an existing device, the
TFTR tokamak, even though the full channeling effect
could not be explored in the absence of a particles. How-
ever, when experiments on TFTR were carried out,37 the
surprise was that the diffusion operated more rapidly
than predicted by an astounding factor of about 50, thereby
suggesting the presence of contained modes.38,39 The sup-
position then was that the contained modes were excited
by coupling to the mode converted ion Bernstein wave.

Although the excitation of contained modes was a sur-
prise in the tokamak campaign, in the case here of open
geometry mirror machines, our search actually begins di-
rectly with the study of the contained modes, which pro-
duce the largest diffusion for a given injected power. Like
for tokamaks, although the method of excitation is differ-
ent, the most suitable modes appear to be eigenmodes in
the ion cyclotron range of frequencies. In addition, as in
the tokamak program, in identifying here these suitable
contained modes on mirror machines, we can propose
searching experimentally on presently available devices
for the presence of modes with key attributes for a chan-
neling, thereby motivating further exploration of the pos-
sibilities of this important effect in open geometries.
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